SPARK 222
(Matrix Code: SPARK222.00 for StartOver.xyz game.)
DISTINCTION: Trying to behave so that other people do not make evil stories about
you blocks your Archetypal Lineage.
NOTES: Being your Archetypal Lineage in action liberates some of the most ecstatic
and fulfilling experiences that life offers. When you take actions that deliver your true
purpose in practical ways for the benefit of others, you enter a flow with archetypal
forces. In these moments you sense being the most ‘you’, even if what you are being
is the space through which your Archetypal Lineage can do its work in the world.
But admit it, most often you focus on a different objective: survival. Why is this?
Because you are the descendent of a long line of human beings who could pretend
to be ‘normal’ enough to avoid being burned at the stake in the 700 years of Witch
Burnings and Catholic Inquisitions, or murdered during Great Leaps Forward, Ethnic
Cleansings, Great Purges, etc. The first agenda of every caring mother is to amplify
the fear in her children of what the neighbors might be thinking, because it is your
neighbors who turn you over to the Inquisitors.
What happens when you sacrifice your Archetypal Lineage to the purpose of mere
survival and then forget you made this vow? It creates massive inner confusion. One
force wants you to come alive, speak out, and create. The other force wants you to
hide out, be adaptive, pretend to not see what is going on, and act as if you have
nothing to offer. The question comes down to: Who has more power in your life?
You? Or those who make evil stories about you? If it is those who make stories, then
their neurosis controls your life. When and where will you ever get to come alive?
To escape from the Earth-killing capitalist patriarchal empire, diverse working
samples of regenerative archearchal culture are needed so people can move into
them. Not everyone is an Edgeworker or a Gaian Gameworld Builder. But you are.
Not everyone is a New Refugee who can invent extraordinary culture space out of
the rubble and move into it. But you can. The difficulty is that you have been trained
to remain shut down and inactive for fear of being killed as a witch. You could make a
new decision. If you do, the revolution will start with you.
We invite you to activate yourself. This is not a fair request because it is so scary. We
ask it of you anyway. Please become brave again, brave enough to turn full on.
Please create your free-and-natural-adult next-culture specialty by riding impulses of
your Archetypal Lineage, even if some people make evil stories about you.
EXPERIMENTS:
SPARK222.01 WRITE DOWN AND CONSIDER IMPLEMENTING STRANGE NEW
ACTIONS Your Archetypal Lineage has been speaking to you at least since you
were eighteen years old when your Adulthood Initiations should have begun.
Probably no one showed you how to listen to these Archetypal impulses, so your
Numbness Bar stayed too high and your mind could not accept your deep connection
with the nonlinear world. This does not make your Archetypal Lineage abandon you.
It is still there offering you new options to choose from that could make a valuable
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difference in your life and the lives of others. This Experiment is to hack a twentyminute hole into your daily schedule. It will need to be at the same time each day,
five days a week, say 2:00pm for 20 minutes, Monday through Friday. Set an alarm.
When the alarm rings, drop everything (pull your bike carefully over to the side of the
road and park), sit down, close your eyes, and say, “Hello Archetypal Lineage. What
do you have for me?” Then write in your Beep! Book what comes to your Being from
up behind your spine at the level of your shoulders. Do not analyze the images or
ideas with your mind. Skip the intellectual perspective for now and simply write down
what comes. After the 20 minutes, say, “Thank you!” then close your Beep! Book and
go on about your day. After two weeks there should be some patterns or consistency
in the impulses being given to you by your Archetypal Lineage. Arrange to read your
notes to the members of your 3Cell or your Possibility Team. Do NOT ask your Team
what they think. Merely ask them to consciously listen and witness your experiment.
These are the people who will NOT think you are crazy. Afterwards you decide what
you are going to do about your Archetypal Lineage’s invitations. Will you go through
those Doorways? Or not. The choice is yours. At least you have listened.
SPARK222.02 CONFRONT THE STORY-MAKERS WITH QUESTIONS ABOUT
THE PURPOSE BEHIND THEIR STORIES The intent of this experiment is to stay
Unhookable while compassionately distilling the neurotic or wounded origins of other
people’s need to apply any interpretation they can find that makes you the enemy.
Somebody did to them what they feel driven to do to you. One person was
abandoned so they attack you for doing anything that can be construed as
abandoning them. Another person was criticized for being outspoken so they attack
you for speaking out. The tool to use in this Experiment is Vacuum Learning. Your
honest caring and inquisitive listening is repeated three times so that you ‘go down
the elevator’ into their Underworld with them to find out what is really going on. First,
boldly make actions as your Archetypal Lineage indicates while generally sensing
into the harmony of your Team. Listen for retribution, side-talk, accusations or blame.
Their stories may be delivered so artfully as to sound true. Stay Centered. Then,
preferably with witnesses say, “Could you please tell me what is going on in you that
this story makes sense?” Their first answer will be superficial but reasonable. Then
you say, “What I really want to know the need in you behind your perspective.” This
second time they may think you are attacking them and they may try to attack you
back. Take a breath and listen. Then go down one more layer with your third
question. “But what is really going on in you that it makes sense to you to apply this
story?” Listen wholeheartedly to their pain. This is when they may start to feel sad or
frightened and the truth can come out. The mere application of your consciousness
to this third response hidden so deeply within them can cause a deep healing.
SPARK222.03 SHIFT FROM SURVIVAL TO CREATIVE COLLABORATION
THROUGH MAKING PROPOSALS Often times the impulses from your Archetypal
Lineage are for starting or changing details in specific projects or experiments. When
deciding whether or not to implement an idea you will be faced with making a Value
judgement. Do you value staying in your safely-predictable and familiar survivalstrategy mode, ignoring the invitation? Or do you value giving credence to your
connection with an Archetypal Lineage, using the idea? If you decide to implement
your Archetypal Lineage’s impulses, it can help to find and wear an Archetypal
Lineage Talisman around your neck as a symbol of your decision (see the website
for examples). Then celebrate that you are no longer in survival. Your Adult life has
begun. Practice making your Archetypal Lineage’s Proposals to your Team.
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